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  OPINION  

“The Waitlist is Back”... And It’s Better Than
Ever, Don Rea
By Harvey Silverman, Contributor, Golf Business

I regularly watch the Golf Business LIVE broadcasts with Jay
Karen and Don Rea, often referred to as the “Jay and Rea”
show or the “A�able Brothers Talk Golf.” I watch to maybe
learn something or hear a story idea to write about. The
December 2021 episode provided just that, at about the 3:00
mark, when Don Rea asked the industry for an electronic
waitlist. Waitlists were proli�c in the previous century to give
golfers some semblance of hope to play at busy courses
where tee times sold out within minutes of opening the
reservation window... READ MORE >>

How the COVID Surge Impacts Estimating
Value
By Larry Hirsh, President, Golf Property Analysis

Just the other day, an old friend and active buyer of golf and
club properties called to ask about how we’re estimating
value in light of the surge in golf participation, rounds and
membership resulting from the COVID pandemic. This is a
most interesting question and challenge for appraisers,
lenders and buyers and sellers. Since it’s an appraiser’s job to
interpret the market and not dictate it, I sought to turn the
question back on my friend to get his impressions. Property
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valuations (of any type) have been challenging during the past
two years... READ MORE >>

  FROM AROUND THE INDUSTRY  

>> Class Action Alleges Country Club’s Treatment of Caddies Violates Labor Laws (Golf Dispute Resolution)

>> The nation's �fth-oldest municipal golf course might be eliminated (Golfweek)

>> Six New Golf Tech Items To Know (Links Magazine)

>> Why this nearly century-old women’s golf club is enjoying a revival (Golf)

  FROM GOLF BUSINESS MAGAZINE MARCH/APRIL 2022  

The Economy of Agronomy 
New research published in the International Turfgrass
Society Journal has found that three agronomic practices
show potential to save money and improve playing
conditions for U.S. golf courses... READ MORE >>

 
Paspalum Stigma Vanishes Under Tour Spotlight
On the �rst day of February, a breezy but beautiful
Tuesday in Fort Myers, Florida, one of the world’s best
female golfers walked to the driving range of the Crown
Colony Golf and Country Club to prepare for the Drive On
Championship, the third event of the LPGA season... READ

MORE >>
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New to NGCOA's Advocacy Center,
our interactive map keeps you

updated in real-time on local and
national legislation critical to your

golf business.

The Golf Business Podcast brings
you informative content to help
your golf course business thrive.

The NGCOA partners and participates
with industry experts to provide

members with timely, business-critical
reports, studies and other research

content.
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